ERASMUS DAY

Friday, 14th October 2022
Palazzo Bo, via VIII Febbraio 2 - Padova

10am – 12pm Change your Life. Choose mobility
Room: Archivio Antico

Dora Maria Cornelia Longoni
Head of International Relations Division
University of Padua

Vito Borrelli
Deputy Head of the European Commission Representation in Italy.

Alessandra Gallerano
Head of Projects and Mobility Office,
University of Padua

Leonardo Maritan
Treasurer ESN Padova

Ambra Galeazzo
Erasmus+ for Studies delegate, Department of Economics
Marco Fanno

Lorenzo Maragoni
Theatre director and author, World Poetry Slam 2022 champion, former Unipd professor

12pm – 2pm Mobility Fair & Buffet Lunch
Room: Sala della Basilica

Information desks of a selection of Unipd international partners, Unipd Mobility Unit and ESN Padova. Participation reserved to Change your life. Choose Mobility session attendees.

2.30pm - 4.15pm Mobility in students’ eyes
Room: Ippolito Nievo

International mobility experience testimonials of students from University of Padua

2.30pm - 4.15pm English Session
Renan Goksal
Universiteit Leiden, The Netherlands

Rebeca Isabel Ortiz Bentiez
Université Pantheon-Sorbonne, France

Gaia Stefani
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway

3.30pm - 4.15pm Italian Session
Alexandra Rita Andriani Frabetti
Universitatea Babes-Bolyai Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Emanuele Magistrelli
Universidad de Valladolid, Spain

Luca Valentino
Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Belgium

The event will be held in presence, free admission until full capacity.
Participants can sign up for one or more events using the form MOBILITY FAIR – Celebrating 35 years of future, available in the top left Menu at the link www.unipd.it/reint using SSO credentials

It will be possible to follow the event online.
MONDAY 17 OCTOBER

1 pm – 4 pm **Online Fair**
European partner Universities – Group 1

4.30 pm – 5.30 pm **Internationalization at home**
(meeting in Italian)

[https://unipd.link/INTERNATIONALIZATIONATHOME](https://unipd.link/INTERNATIONALIZATIONATHOME)

It is not always necessary to move to have an international experience. Virtual exchanges, experiences as tutors and buddies, international degree programmes; these are just some of the opportunities you can take to give your career an international dimension without moving from Padua. We will hear about it from those who have taken them.

Sara Masucci, student in Business administration
Sofia Mazzucato, student in Food and health

WEDNESDAY 19 OCTOBER

1 pm – 4 pm **Online Fair**
European partner Universities – Group 2

4.30 pm – 5.30 pm **Mobility can be for all**
(meeting in Italian)

[https://unipd.link/MOBILITYCANBEFORALL](https://unipd.link/MOBILITYCANBEFORALL)

Many people may feel that they cannot take advantage of international mobility, that they are not suitable or perhaps that they are out of time. The Erasmus programme is becoming more and more inclusive: there are students who take courage and decide to leave despite some difficulties. Let’s listen to their stories.

Anna Decandia, student in Lingue, letterature e mediazione culturale
Angelo Piazzolla, student in Scienze sociologiche

TUESDAY 18 OCTOBER

2.30 pm – 4 pm **Online Fair: ARQUS**
(meeting in English)

[https://unipd.link/ARQUSFAIR](https://unipd.link/ARQUSFAIR)

Arqus is the European University Alliance we belong to, along with seven other international Partners. It widens horizons and multiplies possibilities. Let’s meet some students who took advantage of it. Some of our Partners will present themselves and answer your questions about the possibility to spend a time at their institutions within a mobility for study. The meeting is open to the students of the nine universities of the Alliance.

Christine D. Nanteza, student in Human rights and multi-level governance
Camilla Vidi, student in Geologia ambientale e dinamica della terra

THURSDAY 20 OCTOBER

Online Fair: **ULISSE programme**
(meeting in English)

Ulisse programme enables students to spend a study, a thesis research or an internship period abroad in non-European countries. Two different sessions will be held in order to meet some representatives of our partners and students who spent their mobility in a different continent!

10 am Let’s meet our eastern partners!
[https://unipd.link/ULISSEFAIREAST](https://unipd.link/ULISSEFAIREAST)

5 pm Let’s meet our western partners!
[https://unipd.link/ULISSEFAIRWEST](https://unipd.link/ULISSEFAIRWEST)